Distance Learning Initiative
Verizon Wireless is pleased to make the following Offer to
Oklahoma State Department of Education (“OSDoE”).

PURPOSE

DISTANCE LEARNING INITIATIVE
OSDoE’s Distance Learning Initiative is designed to provide wirelessly enabled devices to students
in an effort to continue their education inside or outside of the classroom. OSDoE will accomplish
this objective through the purchase of wireless enabled devices from VERIZON. VERIZON is
affording OSDoE the ability to purchase a custom DATA PLAN to provision wireless data on the
wirelessly enabled devices. This service is being made available to support OSDoE’s efforts
specifically relating to their remote learning initiatives associated with the COVID-19 pandemic.
Offer Requirements: Offer is contingent on OSDoE activating and maintaining a minimum of fiftythousand (50,000) connections in accordance with the Purchase Requirements by September 30,
2020 (“Minimum Requirement Deadline”).

AVAILABILITY

DATA PLAN

EQUIPMENT
TERMS &
CONDITIONS

Eligible Subscriber Lines: OSDoE’s new Government Subscriber lines supporting this Distance
Learning Inititive qualify to receive this Offer.
This Offer must be accepted by July 31, 2020 or it will expire.
Unlimited Data for Tablets and Mifi Jetpacks (4G)
• $10.00 base monthly access
• Unlimited 4G LTE data within the United States
• Data speeds may be deprioritized (not “throttled”) in times of high network congestion
• Maximum numbers of units that may be activated on this DATA PLAN is limited to 100,000
units. Should additional units be needed VERIZON will work with OSDoE to assess potential
options.
• This plan is available until the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Pandemic National Emergency has been
lifted or June 30, 2021, whichever occurs last.
Ellipsis Jetpack 900L (SKU: MHS900L): $60.00
OSDoE will support the Distance Learning Initiative by providing VERIZON with the following
assurances:
• OSDoE will use best efforts to make sure data usage is solely used for educational
application purposes only (i.e. to limit service from being used for non-educational purposes
and access to the open Internet)
• All EQUPIMENT must be placed on the $10.00 Unlimited 4G LTE Data for Tablets and MiFi
Jetpacks plan.
• OSDoE will be charged a monthly access of $10.00 per device, per month, for
EQUIPMENT that does not remain in service for a minimum of six (6) months after the
activation of each device.
• Specific to this “Distance Learning Initiative”, OSDoE must maintain a minimum of 50,000
unit activations at all times on the $10.00 Unlimited 4G LTE Data for Tablets and MiFi
Jetpacks plan (or higher).
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Should OSDoE fall below 50,000 active devices specific to this initiative, OSDoE must
move to a contracted unlimited Data service plan starting at $39.99.
No reselling of DATA PLAN or EQUIPMENT is permitted.
VERIZON is awarded exclusivity for OSDoE’s distance learning initiative for wireless lines
of service for which we are able to provide coverage.
PAYMENT terms in accordance with the Statewide contract.

Confidentiality:
• DATA PLAN and EQUIPMENT pricing provided by VERIZON will be kept 100% confidential
and not released publically in any manner except as may be required by any law.
Order of Precedence:
• The “Distance Learning Initiative” pricing and terms included herein are only available under
the Distance Learning Initiative offer agreement (‘Offer’) as limited by the Offer, are not
offered under or associated with NASPO Valuepoint #1907, and are otherwise subject to
statewide contract 1012V.
• This Offer prevails in the event of a conflict with other language in
the statewide contract 1012V and that all other terms of the statewide contract 1012V shall
remain in full force and effect.

Joy Hofmeister, State Supt. of Public Instruction
Joy Hofmeister
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